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AssrRlcr

The image system for four singularities viz., source, potential-

doublet, rotlet and Stokeslet has been obtained. The image system is

arrived at through the help of double Fourier transform' Expressions

for slip-velocity in all the cases have been derived.

Introduction :

In the construction of solutions of physical problems in fluid

mechanics, the role of singularities is very important. The flow of an

incompressible viscous fluid at small Reynolds number is governed by

Stokes equations, whose fundamental solution is Stokeslet' It exhibits

the effect of a concentrated point force in a fluid of infinite extent. Rotlet

is another important singularity. It embodies the effect of concentrated

point torque. Other associated singularities are source, potential-doublet

and stresslet. With the help of these singularities many problems of,

slow motion have been obtained and discussed [4, 5].

In some problems such as the motion of a particle near a boundary

surface, the fluid is not of infinite extent. Therefore, Blake [1,2] has

discussed the singularities in a semi-infinite fluid bounded by a no-slip

plane. The case of Stokeslet in a two-fluid space has been discussed by

Aderogba [3].

The slip condition where the tangential velocity relative to the solid

boundary is proportional to the corresponding viscous stress is another

interesting boundary condition. Such conditions have been discussed by

Tsien [7] and Schenell [8].

In this paper we will consider four singularities- (i) source

(ir) potential-doublet (iii) rotlet and (iv) Stokeslet. Out of these the

case of the source has been worked out in detail here, while the case of
Stokeslet has been studied earlier' by Datta [6]. In order to obtain the
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image system we shall express the velocity and pressure in each case as

follows :

(l) v:asr*a'sr*w and

(2) P:Psr*p's*q

where zsr and a-'s1 denote the velocity fields due to original and opposite
image singularities respectively and psr and p's1 denote the corresponding

pressures. i ard q are additional parts which we have to calculate.
The various singularities forming the image system can be recognized as

follows [5] ;

(3) ,rro(D : Source:;/

(4) aoG;'O:Potential-doublet: - i * zG'-Vli'
ro

(s) ass(/; ,, p):Stressler:[-#* 3(; lyF iJV;

(6),*ti;,):Rotlet:i f7 ;r3

(7) zr51r; o1=Stokeslet:E +G-'-!)'. ;rrs

(8) Ps(r;,) :2p4
'rs

2. Basic equations :

The flow at small Reynolds number is governed by Stokes equations

(9) ur'ro:fi,
(r0) ff:o ; (k:1,2,3); (xi, x* x")=(x, y, z)

where v6 are velocity components, p is the pressure and p is the coefficient
of viscosity.

Let us suppose that the boundary surface at which slipping takes
place occupies the plane z:0 and the fluid occupies the space z>0. Let
the singularity be placed at (0,0, h). The boundary conditions to be

satisfied are

(11) ,,: off, u,:o1ff, ys:o at z-o
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where the last condition ensures that both 4kdx

boundarysurface. Also,

(12) r..2 v2t vs + 0 at infinity.

Here o is the slip coefficient.

FLOW

ana ff vanish

Let us take the source to be of unit strength. Then the velocity
field generated by it may be expressed as follows :

(13) iso:F, where r:xe-*yer*(z- h)e,

Also, the velocity field due to opposite image source at (0,0, -/z) is

_7(14) r'ro:4, where i':xe,*yet+k+h)e"' r'o

Now, let us write

(15) i:aso*a-'so 1w; p:pso*p'so*q

Therefore, it follows from (9), (10), (ll) and (12) that w satisfies the

equations :

(16) rV'wrL'
(17) o^* r :o

dx*

together with the boundary conditions

(18) wr-ou#: -?rr, ro2:v2*y2+hz,

(le) ws-o'#: -*,,
(20) Ds:0

at z:0 and

(21) wy, wz, w, -> 0 at infinity

Transforming equations (16) and (17) through the use of double

Fourier transform

on): ,i(a,x*any) f1x, y1 dxdy

13

on the
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and calculating the constants with the help of transformed boundary
conditions (18), (19), (20) and (21), we finally obtain-

(22) #,: - -,1'"='- e-o(z+h) +,2i!, ze-q(t+h) ." L aU+2oa)- ' L+2oa'" '

i,,: -;fu*1e-o(.+h\ *#X;ze-a(z+il .

i":#h;ze-qe+il .

A: #*;e-d(z+ht
3.1 Approximate Results

The inversion of (22)-(25) now leads to the required values; but
since these do not appear in closed form, it has been found convenient
to obtain approximate results.

Case I
When o is small Watson's lemma enables us to make the following

approximation :

A NN
(26) i:wrA*+ws|r*ws A,

AA
-wslo w, ;

 AN
Q YQo*o Qo

\, 2ia,(az - l) p- at.+ h)
"0 * o -

(2g) io:4ior(l - az)e-s(z+ n ex-y4ior(l - o.z)e- dt. + il, 6y
_ 4a2ze-q(z+h) ez .

( 30) {lo- 4 pae- etz + r') '

(3t1 ;r: - 8y.*z s'q(z+n)

Finally applying inversion theorem we get

(32) ,'o:2rrss(i' i 7r, ir) - Znio(V ; irl ;

(33) *.,:o*,,ss(7; i,, i,)-4h*znD€ ; e,)-4uo(V ;2,) ;

a-
G4) Qo: -2!_ Ps(r' ; e,) ;

dz

(3s) q": -a# Ps(V ;2,)

(23)

(24)

(2s)

i

l

tl

,

I

(21)

where

(28) -* *2ia s( a:Z- l) e- otz + il Ey

l2a7s-"1'+h) Ez'
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It is seen that after minor changes in notation (uro, qo) correspond to

the no slip case discussed by Blake [2].

Case II
On the other hand if o -+ oo, w€ find that wa. tr2l wu -+ 0 and

w+0
Potential-doublet

The problem, in this section has been divided into two parts.

Case (i) Potential-doublet Parallel to the Sutface

In this case we take

i:in(i.i,)+io(I', Z,) + ,'

where 7 and 7 are as mentioned in (13) and (14). Then the boundary

conditions to be satisfied at z:0, assume the form

(36) 'il,-ory: Z-u4, ws-oryk: -6*!.; *":o' 0z roo foo - oz fo'

As in the previous section, an application of double Fourier

transform leads to the following approximations, when o is small.

(37) fro:2h 
*ro"O' ; 

a.)+2 ftr"r;' 
: i,)-2 

{rarr,l : 
i, i,) i

A - - - .s - -(38) i, : o6rio\i' ; i.) + 4h i?iolr' ; e,)

*o 
u3:urrnf 

; ;,; -4#rss(7'; V*,i,\;

(3e) n,:2#PrG';i,)t Qo:4fi rrl';V)

It is seen that after minor changes in notation (NIo, go) agrees with

the no slip case discussed by Blake [2].

On the other hand if o+e, we find that w'wa,wr'+O and so

w+0.
Case (ii) Potential-doublet Perpendicular to the boundary

In this case we take,

i:irG,V")+u"G'; -e)+w
Then boundary conditions to be satisfied al z:0, are

r','. 6hr Dw- 6hv
140) wt-o"#:it trz-"ff:;f ) ws:o

t5

so

4.
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As in the previous case, when o is small we have here

(41) lro: - zuoG' ;i,)+z fi;*G' ;i,, e,\-r, *uo1' ;2,);

(42) i.o: -t {r"o' ;2,) - qh firx,' ; e,1q4 !1r*O' ;i,, ,,);
A2 A3

1+3) nr:-r?* Ps (r'; e,) i Qo: -4;, PsQ' ; e,\

Here again (fr0, Q) a3rees with no slip case discussed by Blake [2].

On the other hand if o -> e, wo see that v)1;rrz; wu ->0 and so

w+0.
5. Rotlet

Case (i) Rotlet parallel to the surface

Here we write,

i : u"G,V.\ + u*(V, - e*) : rr

Then the boundary conditions to be satisfied at z:0 arc

(44) *, - oay' :o ;wz-o?Y': - 4 tws:o\/'0z0zro'
As in the previous case, when o is small we have here,

(45) wo:Zhioi';Vr)-2rss(V ; e,i,) ;

(46) wo:4io(l : ir\+qn!irV ;i,)

-+9 ,rrt/ )Zn,V,)-2! ux? ; e,);Az 0x

(47) ,r:r*rPr4' ;7,) ; q,:4# Pslr' ;i,)

It is seen that (wo; q) agrees with no slip case discussed by

Blake [2].

Again, if o + -, we find that to1, wz, wu + 0 and so i + 0.

Case (ii) Rotlet Perpendicular to the boundary

Here we have

i :i*G,i,) +i*(7', -7.) +,
Then the boundary conditions to be satisfied at z:0 are,

(48) ||t-o#: -uff t ,,-"?#:W i ws=o
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As in the previous case, when o is small we get
d_-(49t w: -2o !ix1V' i,\: q:0'dz

Here again (fin, qi agrees with no-slip case discussed by Blake [2].

On the other hand when o + oo we find that

(s0) i-.2Y5;=
6. Stokeslet

Stokeslet has been discussed by Datta [6] and here we

his results for the sake of completion'

6,1 Stokeslet parallel to the surface

When o is small, we have here

(51) wo: - 2h'ioG' ;V,)+zhuss(r iZ.,A)-zhuvG' ;Zr);

(52) wr:4rrr7' ;i,, ir)+Ahl*nss7' ;i,,Zr1

- *n"O' ; 7) - rt 
*rn"O'; "-l - 

,,t7' ; ,.)] ;

(53) Qo: -znfirr1,' ;Z,S;

(s4) q, : - ah**f - n fi\r,rv ; v")

On the other hand when o -> oo, we have

(s5) - =zf;+fr]
6.2 Stokeslet perpendicular to the boundtry

When o is small we have,

(56) io:2h2uo(l : e,l-2hiss(V ; V,.',) :

(57) wo:4hioG' ; e,ll4hs !uo;: e:,1-4h 9 1116' :i,, ,,1' oz-'". ., 0z "''

Also when o4 @, we see that rur, wz, ws--+ 0 and so w * 0,

7. Slip-velocitY

The slip-velocity at the wall z-0 is an interesting parameter. In the

case of source the slip-velocity is given by

(s8) vr: ofro| ,=r:1?"! Qe.+ ye,)
too

3

briefly add

!-,-.
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lt is interesting to note that Zs increases first with the increase of i
and then it decreases, ultimately vanishing as /z -> -. For maximum slip
effect to occur at the point (x, y) the source has to be placed at the heighr
\/;qy,.

Since small o expansion may not be tenable when i is small, the
initial increase at small h must be taken with reservation. Thus to
conclude we note that as the source is moved away from the wall the
general effect of the slip decreases.

Similarly we can discuss the slip-velocities in other cases also. The
slip-velocities parallel and perpendicular to the wall are denoted by
Vsrand YSnand they are as follows :

In the case of potential-doublet we have,

(59) Vr,:M*,- t2ah-
ro: \xe'+!ei- ff 

er;

(60) -r',:l# _tr1 (xi.+ y4)

In the case of rotlet we have,

(61) vr,: -fup+Lg! (xen- yr.1ql2oh.'i,,- /0u /05 '-'-/ r -" I 
fou )

(62) Vr,:9:! 
@e,_ yi,)n 

rno

Lastly in the case of Stokeslet we have,

(63) V5,:l2ohx Ge_+ye,lt 
rno

(64) Vt,: -r?"!' (xi.+ye,)
lg"
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